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SMHS
proposal
approved

Tuition
rises 3
percent

MRAZMANIA

by Husna Kazmir
Hatchet Staff Writer

Board boosts
aid by $13 million

The School of Medicine and Health Sciences announced the details of a corrective
action plan last week that they hope – once
implemented – will convince their accrediting body to overturn the school’s probation.
The plan includes creating an electronic
database to overhaul curriculum management and adding thousands of square feet
of study space.
The outline to overturn probation – submitted to the Liaison Committee on Medical
Education in December and approved last
week – also states the school will create an
office of education to analyze a new database system and hire an expert in education
to monitor the school’s progress. The LCME
placed the school on two-year probation in
October, citing curriculum management,
administrative paperwork and study and
lounge space as major problems.
The announcement in the fall made GW
the only medical school in the country on

by Lauren Hoenemeyer
Hatchet Staff Writer

See SMHS, p. 3

GW prof
under fire
for study

Alex Ellis/photo editor

Jason Mraz (top) and Ben Folds (left) perform in front
of nearly 3,800 people at the Smith Center Friday night.
Mraz and Folds co-headlined the concert with GW's
Vibes opening.

by Keegan Bales
Hatchet Reporter
A prominent professor in the GW School
of Public Health and Health Sciences is under scrutiny this week because of allegations
that he knowingly misled people about the
safety of the District's water while under
contract with the city’s main water utility.
Tee Guidotti, a former professor and
department chairman at SPHHS, published
an article in the National Institute of Health
journal in 2007 that said the extraordinarily
high lead content in the D.C. water supply
from 2001 to 2004 was not harmful, a statement cited locally and nationally as evidence
that the city’s water supply was safe.
Last month, however, another study
concluded that there is a correlation between
elevated blood-lead levels in children and
See WATER, p. 3

Board OKs
Kennedy
for degree
by Lauren Hoenemeyer
Hatchet Staff Writer
The Board of Trustees approved Sen.
Edward Kennedy, D-Mass., as eligible to
receive an honorary degree during their
meeting Friday, a possible indication that
the 76-year-old legislator could play a role
in the spring Commencement ceremonies.
University spokeswoman Tracy Schario said the nomination does not guarantee
that Kennedy will receive a degree, noting
that the honorary degree list only indicates
that a person is eligible. Honorary degree
recipients, which are chosen from the
Board of Trustees list, typically give short
speeches during Commencement preceding the primary speaker.
In the past, honorary degree nominees
also formed the list of initial candidates to
give the keynote Commencement speech,
but a new committee formed this year relied on outside submissions instead.
In regard to the keynote speaker, Schario said the special advisory committee on
Commencement speakers has already
See KENNEDY, p. 3

The Board of Trustees approved a 3
percent tuition increase at their meeting
on Friday, as well as a $13 million boost to
financial aid in response to the worsening
economic climate.
Tuition for enrolled students does not
change under GW’s fixed tuition program,
so the new pricing of $41,610 applies to the
incoming class of 2013. The average tuition
increase for private universities in 2008 was
6 percent, according to the Chronicle of
Higher Education. Board members said the
3 percent figure, which has remained stable
for the past several years, mostly accounts
for inflation.
GW became the first university to surpass $50,000 in mandatory costs in 2004
and was referred to as the most expensive
college in the country until Sarah Lawrence
College in Yonkers, N.Y. took over that spot
last year. Top administrators have said they
expect this year's relatively small increase
to lower GW's expense ranking in comparison to other schools.
Tuition figures do not take into account
room, board and other mandatory costs,
however, which bring GW’s total cost above
$51,775. Board costs remained unchanged
for next year at $3,400, but housing costs
– which vary depending on the residence
hall – increased by about $200 based on the
Board's decision.
This year’s 10.8 percent increase in financial aid grants is one of the largest in recent years, surpassed only by a 13 percent
increase in 2006. It brings the total amount
of institutional aid to $133 million, and will
be paid for with the University’s reserves,
according to a financial report presented to
the Board. More than 60 percent of the GW
See TUITION, p. 8

Most students try to avoid dangerous situations in the District.
For senior Imran Faruqi, it's all part of his job.

A burning passion
by Gabrielle Bluestone | Senior Staff Writer

W

here there’s smoke there’s fire.
But last Wednesday, when
senior Imran Faruqi smelled
smoke, neither he nor the three
fire engines that responded to
the 6 a.m. call could find the fire. Someone
had called the Capitol Heights fire station in
Prince George’s County, Md., where Faruqi
works, and deliberately given emergency
responders the wrong address for the arson
fire that was burning somewhere nearby.
The responders knew there was a fire –
a house fire has a unique odor of wood and
plastic that is unlike any other combustion,
Faruqi said – but didn’t know where.
Circling a field searching for flames,
Faruqi’s engine company spotted the blaze
first. It was a house near the far end of the
field billowing smoke, flames licking at the
exterior.
Faruqi and the rest of the team propped
up solid aluminum ladders near the windows to create escape routes for firefighters
and trapped residents and set up a fire hose
near the back of the house. Once the fire
was contained, Faruqi climbed three stories
up the ladder extending from the truck,
picking off pieces of the burned roof with
a metal hook.
At 6 a.m. Faruqi helped put out a fire in
a burning building. At 12:45 p.m., he went
to class in Foggy Bottom.
‘You get to be part of it’
Faruqi became a volunteer firefighter
after taking an emergency medical technician class at GW three years ago. As a
prospective pre-med student, he wanted
to see whether he enjoyed the health care
profession, he said. He joined EMeRG and
a volunteer rescue squad in Virginia but
wasn’t seeing the action he had hoped for,
so he found the Capitol Heights station on
the Internet.
He was looking for volunteer stations
with two important criteria – a paramedic
ambulance and a location near a Metro
stop. Capitol Heights fit both. He called up

Chris Gregory/Hatchet photographer

Senior Imran Faruqi volunteers at the Capitol Heights Fire Department in Maryland. He said he hopes to gain valuable experience for a possible career in emergency medicine.

and asked when he could come in.
Though there are four or five other
volunteers, the station is still understaffed.
Faruqi hopes his extraordinary experiences
will inspire other GW students to undergo
the EMT and crew training that is required
before a volunteer can enter a burning
building.
“I think the draw to my station is for
people who want patient experience and
EMS experience. If they’re pre-med, this is
ideal because you get to see a lot and you get
to do a lot,” Faruqi said. “It’s not like you’re
an observer. You get to be part of it.”
Any qualified person can volunteer
as a firefighter, he said, and though some
stations require a minimum number of volunteer hours, the Capitol Heights station
permits volunteers to ride only when they
want to.
From Faruqi’s first fire with the Capitol
Heights Volunteer Fire Department, he started to see the action he yearned for. A house
was on fire, and the woman who lived there
had accumulated so many belongings that it
was nearly impossible to navigate. His first
step inside he tripped over one of the piles,
unable to see around the house.
“The smoke was so thick you couldn’t
see anything. All you could see was the glow
of fire. The whole kitchen was on fire and extending into the living room,” Faruqi said.
It’s times like that he questions what he
has got himself into.
“That feeling is usually when I have the
best time of my life,” he said. “If I come out
the other end, I have a great story.”
It’s hard after calls like that to make the
transition from firefighter to student, Faruqi said.
“It’s weird because you’ll have experiences like that, and then you’ll walk back
and sit in your class and it feels like there’s
no one there that can relate to me,” Faruqi
said. “You feel out of place a little bit. It
takes a little adjusting.”
See FARUQI, p. 8
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CAMPUS
CALENDAR
Tuesday
HIGH 44 | LOW 31
HUMMUS HAPPY HOUR
Learn more about Birthright – a free trip to Israel
for college-aged Jewish
students.
6 p.m.
GW Hillel
STUDENT AND ALUMNI SPEED
NETWORKING NIGHT
Make connections with GW
alumni to help speed up
your job search.
6 p.m.
Alumni House

Wednesday
HIGH 43 | LOW 42
INEQUALITY AND POVERTY
IN THE GLOBAL ECONOMY:
BAILING OUT THE WORLD’S
POOREST
Martin Ravallion, director of
the Development Research
Group at the World Bank,
will discuss the role wealthy
countries should take in
protecting poor and vulnerable ones.
4 p.m.
1957 E St. room 505
WHY ARE THERE MORE BLACK
MEN IN JAIL THAN IN COLLEGE?
Dr. Leonard N. Moor, director of the African American
studies program at Louisiana State University, will
lead a discussion on this
question.
7 p.m.
Marvin Center Amphitheater

WWW.GWHATCHET.COM

Mitchell resident
charged with
possession

Pelham Hall to
include recording
studio, gym, theater

SNAPSHOT Ms. Asia

A student found in possession of ecstasy and marijuana in his Mitchell Hall room
last month has been charged in Superior
Court, according to court documents.
On Jan. 22, University Police Department officers found ecstasy and marijuana
in the room of John Nilsson, 19, court documents state. Police also found two water
bongs and two pipes commonly used for
smoking marijuana, according to the documents.
The officers were called to the residence hall after a suspicious odor was
reported on the building’s eighth floor.
The residence hall’s community director
searched Nilsson’s room and found the illegal items. In addition, the search yielded
“a grinder and a scale,” which Nilsson
told police he uses when “he splits marijuana up with his friends,” according to
court documents.
Nilsson was charged with two counts
of possessing illegal drugs and one count
of possessing drug paraphernalia. Both
charges are misdemeanors.
Nilsson, who was arraigned and released on his own recognizance on Jan. 23,
did not return requests for comment. He is
scheduled to appear in court March 6.
–Alex Byers

Michelle Rattinger/Hatchet photographer

Senior Murrad Kazalbash performs a Justin Timberlake song, accompanied by Lisa
Tran, at the annual Mr. and Ms. Asia pageant, hosted by the Multicultural Student
Services Center Sunday night. Tran won the pageant for her taekwondo performance.

Student court rules to eliminate Student Association signature requirements
After a two-week battle over
registration requirements for the
upcoming Student Association
elections, the SA Court ultimately
had the final say last week – ruling to eliminate signature requirements for all candidates wishing
to run for office.
In a 2-2 decision – ties rule
in favor of the defendant – the
Student Court ruled that the SA
Senate’s override of SA President
Vishal Aswani’s veto was constitutional, ending the confusion
surrounding the candidate registration period.
SA Sen. Logan Dobson,
CCAS-U, proposed the legislation
late last month, which requires
candidates only to submit a statement of candidacy to be placed
on the ballot. Dobson said he intended for the bill, which passed
by more than a two-thirds vote in

the Senate on Feb. 3, to open up
the SA election pool to a larger
and broader demographic.
“It doesn’t really matter what
arbitrary standards are met to be
put on the ballot,” Dobson said.
But some within the SA are
saying that Dobson’s intentions
to open up the elections to more
students ultimately may have
had the opposite affect.
SA Sen. Steve Glatter, Law,
said he is disappointed with the
process Dobson took to get rid of
signature requirements.
“Logan Dobson made a mistake by trying to change the rules
of the game at halftime and the
perception of our organization
took another hit because of it,”
Glatter said.
SA Sen. Nick Polk, U-at-Large
and chair of the Rules Committee, said rather than opening up

the election to a wider array of
students, Dobson’s bill may have
turned some away.
“We worked on the JEC charter over the summer and several
times during the year,” said Polk,
referring to the document listing
the rules and regulations for SA
elections. “Any of those times we
could have addressed not requiring signatures. I really believe
that all this back and forth accomplished the opposite intention of
the bill, being that many people
got discouraged from running
from all the confusion.”
Amid the confusion, many
presidential hopefuls began
collecting the necessary signatures anyway. Justin Hollimon,
community service chair for
the Residence Hall Association
and SA presidential candidate,
said he collected signatures to

be safe.
“I understood the amount of
confusion that was going to be involved and figured it was better
to be safe then sorry,” said Hollimon, a junior.
EVP candidate, SA Sen. Louis
Laverone, ESIA-U and chair of
the Academic Affairs Committee,
said he collected more than 300
signatures.
“Though I wish those names
counted for more than symbolic
value now, I’m not bothered by
the rules changes. When confusion set in, I just put it all out of
mind and kept steadily moving
forward.”
The registration period for
interested candidates ends Tuesday at noon. So far, seven people
have declared their candidacy for
president and four for EVP.
–Emily Cahn

Only bulldozers and construction trailers are visible today, but Pelham Hall will soon
be one of the school’s most innovative residence halls, boasting
single, suite-style rooms and a
slew of student amenities.
Pelham, one of Mount Vernon's six residence halls, is
scheduled to reopen in 2010 after being torn down last year to
make way for the 92,300-squarefoot project.
The new hall will be arranged
suite style with four individual
single rooms that share a common area and bathroom.
With 287 beds, Pelham will
be the largest residence hall at
Mount Vernon and will house
mostly
freshman
students,
though University officials hope
that sophomores will opt to live
there as well.
“It’s been our feeling that
freshmen benefit from the influence of upperclassmen,” said
Robert Snyder, director of Mount
Vernon Campus Life.
The plan also includes a dining hall, a multirange fitness center that includes a group exercise
room and a student theater with
full light and sound capabilities.
It is also slated to include an arts
suite with digital media and studio art rooms, a dance studio,
music practice rooms and a recording studio. It will contain
all-purpose meeting rooms with
full technological specifications
available for student organization use.
The additional features will
be built below-grade on the property’s sloping hill, with the residence rooms on the floors above.
–Madeleine Morgenstern
Correction
In "'Don't ask' hits home for
NROTC" (Feb. 12, p. 1) The
Hatchet misspelled the name of
Capt. Brian Gawne.
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SMHS
from p.1
probation with the LCME and the
fifth since 1994. The Board of Trustees announced at their meeting on
Friday that they would now help
oversee the medical school's compliance with outside accrediting
bodies.
SMHS Dean James Scott said in
an interview with The Hatchet that
he was confident that the probation
would be overturned quickly and
that the medical school will escape
with its reputation unscathed.
“This is going to be behind us
relatively soon,” he said. “What we
are and what we’ve been hasn’t really changed.”
Scott said the new database
system will address some of the
curriculum management concerns
raised by the LCME and will compare information from the curriculum to national averages and norms
electronically. Information about the
plan’s costs of implementation, including creating a database, was not
yet available, he said.
“We have reorganized our committee structure as to how we’re
going to manage the curriculum,”
Scott said. “We’ve created a new
office of education to support that
process with data analysts and an
expert in education to help us make
sure we stay on track with that.”
To tackle the study space problem, SMHS has created 6,748 square
feet of new study space in Him-

KENNEDY
from p.1
made a recommendation to University President Steven Knapp
and that there is an “invitation
out,” though no one is confirmed.
Other people approved for
honorary degrees in the past but not
yet awarded include Mel Brooks,
Oprah Winfrey, Bill and Melinda
Gates and Lance Armstrong – as
well as 32 others. Anyone affiliated
with the University can nominate
an honorary degree recipient but
ultimately the choices must be approved by Knapp and the Board.
Last year the Board approved
Director of National Intelligence
Michael McConnell, an alumnus
who was later announced to be the
Columbian College of Arts and Sciences graduation speaker and an
honorary degree recipient.
Kennedy has served in the Senate for more than 46 years and has
been recognized as a pioneer in national health care and the advancement of education.
“Many GW faculty members
involved in public policy and
health policy have had the privilege of working with Sen. Kennedy,” wrote Josef Reum, interim
dean of the School of Public Health
and Health Services, in the nomination form.
Kennedy would not be the first
from his family to be honored by
the University. His brother, former

WATER
from p.1
neighborhoods that had high
lead levels in drinking water
during the city’s water crisis, The Washington Post reported. The study found that
hundreds of D.C. children
had dangerous levels of lead
in their blood.
After closer review, editors
of the journal said Guidotti’s
conclusions were questionable
and that he may have been influenced to publish his conclusions by the D.C. Water and
Sewer Authority, who contracted the study.
WASA paid Guidotti and
GW $750,000 over a three-year
period for his work on the
study, according to The Washington Post.
On Friday the Post published a front-page story
about the alleged conflict of
interest, highlighting e-mails
Guidotti sent to colleagues
prior to the journal’s publication showing he knew a key
portion of the article was inaccurate, though it was published anyway.
Despite allegations that
his study was influenced by
WASA, Guidotti maintains
that his research and conclusions were accurate.
“The study we did was perfectly valid,” Guidotti wrote in
an e-mail to The Hatchet from
Saudi Arabia. “At the time we
were working on our studies,
the Department of Health, EPA
and CDC were doing their
own evaluations; we were not
working in a vacuum.”
But editors at the journal
said Guidotti failed to disclose
the
University-negotiated
contract he had with WASA –
which they said required the
professor to obtain WASA’s
approval before publishing information about WASA resulting from his study, the Post
reported.
Guidotti said the $750,000
was not extra income, but rather payment for time missed
at GW while working on the
study.

melfarb Library. In addition, two
outdated laboratories were emptied
and renovated for lounge space,
Scott said.
“We went back to the students
and said, ‘Okay, the LCME talked
about lounge and study space.
What do you really want?’ It’s one
thing for the LCME to tell you, and
it’s another thing for the students to
tell you,” he said.
New policies have been approved to tackle the administrative
processes that failed to meet LCME
guidelines during a visit by the accrediting body last year.
“We’ve come up with a new
monitoring system, or auditing
system, for all of our hundreds of
faculty who students maybe spend
just a few days in their office,” he
said. “We’ve rewritten some legal
language in our affiliation agreements.”
For the probation to be overturned, the LCME must schedule
a return visit within the next few
months to ascertain whether the areas of concern are being adequately
addressed.
Scott added that the school is
keeping an eye on whether prospective applicants, which increased by
5 percent this year, express concern
about attending due to the probation.
“We’re also tracking our students, who we accept, who decide
not to come here and could that be
related to [the probation],” he said.
“So far, we’ve not had any students
indicate that. I can’t promise that’s
how it’s going to be all spring but
right now, that’s where we’re at.” 
President John F. Kennedy, received
an honorary doctorate of law from
GW and former first lady Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis, an alumna,
has a residence hall named in her
honor.
“Throughout his long and
distinguished career, Senator Kennedy has led nearly every major
effort to extend health care to all
Americans, and with specific and
special attention to people who are
poor and lack access to affordable
health care,” Reum wrote in his
nomination.
The Board also approved the
nomination of the former director
of the Independent Colleges Office,
Jeanne L. Narum. The Independent
Colleges Office is a nonprofit organization that assists higher education institutions in the allocation of
federal funds and support.
“She has come to campus numerous times to assess the kinds of
things we need to support the campus,” said trustee Mark Hughes,
chairman of the Committee on
Academic Affairs.
Narum is also well-known for
her service at Project Kaleidoscope,
a national alliance of universities
dedicated to advancing undergraduate science, mathematics and
engineering.
Narum was nominated by
chemistry department chair and
professor Michael King.
King wrote, “[Narum] has
transformed the conversations
about learning and teaching and
the facilities that make that learning environment possible.” 
Michele Quander-Collins,
WASA director of public affairs, said there was nothing
corrupt or irregular about the
contract with GW and Guidotti.
Quander-Collins said the
contract they signed in 2004
with GW was a standard
“goods and services” contract with the goal of gaining information on the public
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Mraz and Folds draw thousands
by Geoffrey Middleberg
Hatchet Reporter
The Smith Center was packed
with screaming fans Friday night
– though this time not for a basketball game.
Musicians Jason Mraz and Ben
Folds co-headlined a concert in the
venue which drew crowds estimated at 3,800 and had students
lining up early in the afternoon to
secure prime seats.
Along with Folds and Mraz,
the concert also featured the GW
Vibes a cappella group, which
was chosen by Folds out of all the
a cappella groups on campus to
perform at the show. The group
opened the event singing “Rich
Girl,” “Breaking Up” and “Missing the War.”
Folds was the first headliner

to perform, playing songs from his
newest album, “Way to Normal,”
as well as from a number of his
older albums. At the end of his set,
Folds sang the full version of “Cologne,” jumped on a piano in imitation of an orchestra conductor
and threw his chair at the piano.
After a 20-minute intermission,
the Smith Center suddenly became dark and silent until Mraz’s
voice emerged. The crowd danced
and sang along to songs like “The
Dynamo of Volition” and “Only
Human,” before Mraz ended his
set with his hit “I’m Yours.”
Between songs, Mraz interacted with the audience, imparting advice like “Life is a search for
metaphors for life,” and teaching
the crowd dance moves before
playing the “The Dynamo of Volition.”

Fans were lining up outside
the Smith Center as early as 2 p.m.
to get the best spots possible for
the 8 p.m. show.
“I want to get as close as possible because this a Valentine’s Day
gift for my girlfriend,” said junior
Nathan Wolfson. “Ben Folds and
Jason Mraz are two of my favorite musical acts so it is completely
worth it to get in line early.”
The event was sponsored by
Program Board and WRGW. The
sponsors opened up the concert
to area college students to help
fill the Smith Center – though the
event did not sell out.
“We are very happy with the
turnout from both undergraduate
and graduate students,” said Elissa Davis, executive vice president
of Program Board.
Davis said she had been get-

ting “positive feedback” from students from other schools that were
in attendance.
In between acts, a crew of
WRGW staff and volunteers
cleared the stage and set up the instruments for the next musical set.
“I am excited not only because
I get to work on stage but also
because I got into the concert for
free,” said sophomore Josh Palgon,
a member of the stage crew and a
WRGW staff member.
After an evening of dancing
and singing along with the musical acts, most students interviewed
said the show did not disappoint.
Josh David, a freshman at the
University of Virginia said, “It was
a good show because Ben Folds
and Jason Mraz have two different
fan bases, but together they make
everyone happy.” 

Ifill tackles race and politics
PBS reporter
discusses new
book in SMPA
by Lauren French
Hatchet Staff Writer
Her book may be called
“The Breakthrough: Politics and
Race in the Age of Obama,” but
bestselling author and journalist
Gwen Ifill said she started her
project thinking Barack Obama
was going to lose the election.
“When I started writing it,
it was with the premises that
Obama was not going to be president,” Ifill told a crowd in the
Jack Morton Auditorium Thursday evening.
Ifill laughed with the event’s
host, GW professor and CNN
correspondent Frank Sesno,
throughout the event – which
celebrated Black History Month,
while they covered topics ranging from her new book to Queen
Latifah.
The book centers around four
Harry Bergmann/Hatchet photographer
young black politicians who are
part of a new era of black lead- Author and managing editor of PBS's “Washington Week” Gwen Ifill discusses her new book with
ers. Eloquent, educated and mo- moderator Frank Sesno at the Jack Morton Auditorium Thursday night.
tivated, these politicians, which
It is with these new politi- paign season she was often pre- the moderator for “Washington
include Obama, Massachusetts
Gov. Deval Patrick, Newark cians that the future of black sented with the idea that Obama Week” and a senior corresponand the United States were in a dent for “The NewsHour.”
Mayor Cory Booker and Rep. politics lies, Ifill said.
“They
had
to
change
the
position to “transcend” race. But
It was for the vice-presidenArtur Davis, D-Al., began their
careers in a markedly different law,” Ifill said. “A lot of decisions Ifill said she does not even un- tial debates that Queen Latiway than their forefathers, Ifill were not based on old political derstand what that expression fah parodied Ifill on “Saturday
lines.”
means.
Night Live,” something Ifill said
said.
Even while covering such
“Barack Obama does not she can only view as a compli“Right now there are younger, better educated black men tough issues as race relations, even think you can transcend ment.
“Who can complain about
who are taking power, not wait- Ifill’s lighthearted moments kept race,” Ifill said.
Known for hosting the last Queen Latifah playing them?”
ing for it to be handed to them,” the crowd laughing.
“People knew he was black,” two vice-presidential debates – Ifill asked.
Ifill said. “One thing all of these
The event was co-sponsored
breakthrough candidates have in Ifill said of Obama’s supposed most recently the Sarah Palin and
common was that they were told campaign strategy to not bring Joe Biden debate, controversial by the School of Media and Pubthey had to wait to be called on, up race. “It was not something for Ifill's then-impending book lic Affairs, GW Alumni Associahe needed to bring up.”
– Ifill has had a long career as a tion and the Graduate School of
but they did not wait.”
Ifill said that during the cam- journalist. She is now at PBS as Political Management. 
health impact of lead in the
tap water. She said they never
asserted the right to approve
the conclusions of Guidotti’s
paper.
“The contract included
provisions to protect WASA’s
proprietary
information,”
Quander-Collins wrote in an
e-mail. “But, at no time, did
WASA interpret that as giving
it the authority to influence

academic research. In fact,
the contract clearly requires
the contractor ’s services to be
consistent with the tenets and
standards of his or her profession.”
This is the first time in the
journal’s 30-year history that
such a review has been conducted and could lead to a retraction of the paper.
Guidotti said he took ear-

ly retirement from GW effective July 1, 2008, and is phasing out his GW career over a
year. He still has an appointment as a research professor
but has mainly moved on
to other work, he said. He
is building a new career as
a consultant for some international clients and said he
wants to go back to practicing occupational and envi-

ronmental medicine.
The Post reported on Saturday that D.C. Councilmembers
Mary Cheh and Jim Graham
have called on the District's inspector general to investigate
the "validity" of the paper.
University spokeswoman
Tracy Schario said they are
looking into the matter internally but do not comment on
contractual matters. 
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“Logan Dobson made a mistake by trying to change the rules of the game at
halftime and the perception of our organization took another hit because of it.”
–Student Association Senator Steve Glatter, reflecting on a last-minute legislative battle over election registration requirements.

Diana Kugel – Opinions Editor (dkugel@gwhatchet.com)
Justin Guiffré – Contributing Editor (jguiffre@gwhatchet.com)
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Case not closed

editorial
Jumping through
legislative hoops
The red tape. The back and forth. The
obscure details of legislative precedent.
While Congress was dealing with all of the
above in regards to the stimulus bill that
will affect the nation, GW’s own Student
Association was engulfed in an even more
bitter legislative battle.
Over what, you may ask? Signatures.
To give you the Cliffs Notes version, a
bill to abolish the need for signatures for
candidates to get onto the SA election ballot was passed on Feb. 4. It was then vetoed by SA President Vishal Aswani. The

Bottom line? ... We are back
where we started before the
whole drawn out ordeal – no
signatures are needed.

veto was then overridden by the senate.
But wait – the override of the veto was then
contested by Jordan Chapman, Aswani's
vice president for judicial and legislative affairs. (Why is that position even necessary?)
Bottom line? After a student court ruling, we are back where we started before the
whole drawn-out ordeal – no signatures are
needed.
The merits of the signatures bill, which
was inconveniently introduced just weeks
before the election, are of little consequence
at this point. The question is, why did our
SA utilize each of its three branches for a
week over something that turns out to be a
nonissue? If they were this motivated about
mandatory J Street dining, we would have at
least a four-star restaurant in place of J Street
Café by now.
And this is no doubt just the opening act
of the three-ring circus the election season
is shaping up to be. With seven presidential
and four executive vice-presidential candidates already declared, we’re in for quite a
show.
Despite these 11 candidates, sophomore
Julie Bindelglass is the only female who has
declared her intention to run. With a student body fairly split along gender lines, it
is disappointing to not see a stronger representation among the candidates.
As election season heats up, even if you
don’t normally pay attention to the “legislative battles” taking place in the Marvin
Center, take a few minutes out to glance
at the list of candidates and cast your vote.
Past administrations are proof that the SA
can be an efficient and productive organization, but it can just as easily get bogged
down by bylaws.
We’ll see you at the polls.

Recent crimes highlight UPD's lack of communication

I

n the past month, our campus has been assaulted have a right to know. As members of the community and
with three high-profile robberies. First, sometime residents of GW Housing, we deserve information on
around Jan. 19, more than $7,000 was stolen from the specific case, what UPD is doing to investigate the
a student’s room in Mitchell Hall. On Feb. 5, two ski case and how we can keep this from happening again.
mask-clad thieves walked into Ivory Tower, forcibly
Our need to know is certainly not voyeuristic – we
broke into Pita Pit and stole $5,000. Four days after that, don’t just want to hear the juicy details – but there needs
the DACOR Bacon House on 18th and F streets – less to be some sort of message from the University about
than a block from Thurston Hall – was the
how we can stay safe on campus. Here,
victim of a late-night robbery. Even scarier
there was no such message.
here were reports that the thieves were
The Pita Pit robbery, too, has left many
carrying guns during the robbery.
questions unanswered. When a popular
JOSH AKMAN
Inexplicably, this is all the information
campus dining spot is brazenly robbed,
COLUMNIST
we have for all three incidents. As students
students deserve information. Because
at GW and members of the Foggy
ggy Botstudents are the primary customers and
tom/West End community, we deserve
the theft took place in a residence hall,
much more. In terms of information, transparency and the University should be actively communicating that
action, the University Police Department has not met its something is being done here.
obligations to students.
The Bacon House robbery might be the most danIn the case of the Mitchell Hall robbery, UPD has gerous situation of the three. Although the house mandone nothing to proactively communicate details of ager of Bacon House promised that “there’s absolutely
the incident with the student body. In fact, The Hatchet no indication that there’s any danger to the GW comlearned of the incident through a Metropolitan Police munity,” others might disagree. When a possible armed
Department report. Frankly, this is not acceptable.
robbery happens less than a block from the biggest resiWhen a residence hall room is forcibly robbed and dence hall on campus, there seems to be a pretty clear
the security of GW Housing is compromised, students danger to the GW community.

This is not meant to be a blind attack on UPD. There
certainly exist some security concerns in sharing information about the robberies, whether for the integrity of
the investigation or the security of the respective buildings. However, there needs to be some give and take.
If we are expected to live on campus for our first two
years at GW, there must be a commitment to our safety
that exists beyond closed doors. There must be a concerted effort to keep GW residents updated about their
security – and the occasional breaches of this security.
I will concede that UPD is in a tough spot. Much
like other law enforcement agencies, their successes
often go unnoticed, while their failures are front page
news. Still, that does not absolve them from blame in
their handling of these cases. One viable suggestion
is opening UPD's records. Several months ago former
Hatchet Editor in Chief Jake Sherman highlighted several arguments for why UPD should make its incident
reports publicly available in his column “What you
don’t know can hurt you” (Dec. 14, p. 4).
Whether or not UPD chooses to open up the records, something must be done to make us feel safer
and provide us with the information that we deserve.
–The writer, a junior majoring in criminal justice, is a
Hatchet columnist.

More traditions, by George!

Leave it at
home

Founding new traditions around our founding father

F

ew people may realize that President's Day is Yorktown, Karl Hobbs dressed as George marched to
actually neither Abraham Lincoln nor George the center of the Smith Center and demanded the surWashington's birthday. In fact it will be Feb. 22 render of the opposing team in honor of the occasion.
that marks the birthday of the father of our nation With our current record things may end up differently
and the man our school is named after. While there for the Colonials after the battle is over, but nonetheis a bonfire planned, along with a pie-eating contest, I less it would be a game that could draw those who
frankly could not tell you if we had the same event last usually don't attend.
year to celebrate. It's nothing to get excited over.
We don't need to be a big state school to have
Our school has a strong tradition of having no tra- these events. A local example is Georgetown Universiditions. Sure we have Fall Fest, Spring
ty where every year, students climb into
Fling and a picture perfect commencethe Dahlgren Fountain partially to get
ment in front of famous landmarks, but
of the heat, but mostly because it is
JUSTIN GUIFFRE out
when it comes to random acts of spirit,
a unifying experience for only GeorgeGW certainly lacks – imagine President
CONTRIBUTING town students.
Steven Knapp leading the school in
Now in all fairness the Colonial
EDITOR
a rousing midnight chorus of Happy
Challenge does organize good events.
Birthday to the statue of George. This
The recent game-day spirit event was
doesn't have to be the case for a Univerwell coordinated and George's birthday
sity that has the full weight of a foundwill be marked by a celebration. But
ing father and a revolution to draw upon for inspira- the reason that these events will never become welltion.
entrenched traditions is that they do little to develop
Considering all of the possible sources, ideas a sense of identity.
come easily. For instance, when the weather turns
The birthday celebration will include a cherry
from miserable to warm why don't we celebrate the pie eating contest and a hunt for George Washington
spring by holding a “Crossing of the Delaware?” First around the city. The eating contest is on the right track,
one to row across the Potomac is crowned American even if it does lack some creativity. The scavenger
Revolutionary of the Year. Of course, like the famous hunt, however, will do little to build school spirit. A
painting they would have to accomplish the crossing key to developing these traditions is to include somestanding up, adding to the entertainment value for thing unique to the University's heritage and we've
all. Imagining the myriad of lawsuits resulting from been doing scavenger hunts since elementary school.
even limited exposure to the Potomac is frightening,
Traditions are not meant to be rational and the
but I just mean to illustrate that given our school's genesis for these random acts of school spirit can come
background there should be no lack of original ideas from the most obscure sources. The only necessity is
for events.
that GW fully owns that inspiration. With George
Even things that don't include the pleasure of Washington and the American Revolution as a backwatching my classmates plunge into the Potomac drop for our name and image, there shouldn't be this
could be the beginnings of a strong tradition. Imag- deficit of ideas and traditions.
ine if every year on the basketball game day closest
–The writer, a sophomore majoring in international
to Oct. 17, the anniversary of Cornwallis' surrender at
affairs, is The Hatchet's contributing opinions editor.

Letters to the editor
Time out for GW sports? Keep
the clock running
g

In referring to “a recent string of athletic embarrassments,” the author of “Time out for GW
sports and dorms,” (Feb. 9, p. 4) ignores the success of the sports program as a whole. The men’s
crew team took 20th at nationals last year, the
women’s basketball team has had two consecutive Sweet 16 appearances, volleyball had a 19-11
season, men’s tennis was 9-2 in the Atlantic 10 last
year and women’s squash is currently ranked 16th
in the nation, to name a few. This is hardly an embarrassment.
That said, it doesn’t take “double over-time
against Duke” to garner school pride. It is easily
found among those cheering these successes while
lounging on The Vern watching soccer or among
tourists at the waterfront for the crew team regatta.
Furthermore, large shares of athletic budgets
are funded by GW teams autonomously from the
University. Athletes put in as much as 50 hours of
work to support travel, equipment and uniform
expenses. The column also neglects revenue in
forms of admissions enrollment and alumni contributions as well.
Athletes come from across the world to GW,
adding to our diverse student population. Athletics mobilize people toward causes such as the
Basketball Food Drive and Pink Games/Meets
for breast cancer. GW athletes are uniquely positioned to inspire
p
youth
y
in the community
y and
do so through the Big Brothers/Sisters program,
coaching or by simply signing autographs for an
ecstatic team of young girls after a meet. Athletes
are ambassadors of the university, and GW’s fan
base is much broader than the author would have
you believe.
Keith Moody and Collin Stevenson
Student Athlete Advisory Council president and
vice president

Help keep study abroad
academics up
p to p
par

In his column “Toughen up on study abroad
academics,” (Dec. 4, p. 4), GW senior Frank
Broomell voices his disappointment with the lack
of academic rigor in his study abroad program in
Italy.
While spending little time or effort on academic tasks can be as much a student’s own choice as a
program’s lack of rigor, Mr. Broomell’s complaints
about his particular program must be taken seriously. As the Study Abroad Academic Advisory
Council (SAAAC), we are charged to be the watchdogs of GW’s list of approved study abroad programs.
Thus we found Mr. Broomell’s complaints,
as well as his generalization that “many study
abroad programs are a joke academically” quite
disturbing. SAAAC members strongly agree
that the academic rigor of GW’s approved study
abroad programs must be held to the same standard that we expect of our own programs. Each
year we add and remove programs from the list
based on faculty and student input and our own
investigation.
Our decision-making process relies on feedback gathered from the Study Abroad Office,
such as their returning student surveys. Students
who have studied abroad and have not provided
feedback on their program are encouraged to do
so via the survey on the study abroad Web site
(follow the link for “After You Return” to take
the survey). We openly invite Mr. Broomell and
other study abroad returnees to meet with us and
discuss concerns about their particular program –
we can be reached at 202-994-1649. We value all
input that will lead to strengthening future GW
students’ study abroad experience and may help,
in Mr. Broomell’s words, “avoid academic culture
shock.”
Study Abroad Academic Advisory Council

Getting
g the facts straight
g

Your recent article about me (“Professor scrutinized for alleged conflict of interest,” Dec. 4) is misleading in several important respects. A key issue was
whether Bill Lichtenstein, the producer of "The Infinite Mind" radio program that I hosted until 2005, was
aware of my work for pharmaceutical companies.
The reporter quoted his denial along with my assertion that he was aware but failed to report the easily
verifiable facts that prove that Mr. Lichtenstein was
aware: he recruited another host in 2005 specifically
because he had no ties to pharmaceutical companies.
At that point my role changed to that of a guest host
and only for shows that did not deal with treatment
of psychiatric disorders. Your story also failed to note
that other people associated with the show (including
the new host, and a former associate producer) have
both come forward to assert that Mr. Lichtenstein certainly did know of my pharmaceutical activities.
Another point: Sen. Grassley’s staff did not seem
to be aware that conflict of interest rules apply only to
federal grants involving research, not radio programs
(the senator had justified his “investigation” of me by
citing federal grants to the program).
I am proud of the speaking that I did with support
from a drug company because it enabled me to educate
thousands of psychiatrists around the country about
bipolar disorder and about all of the treatment options
available, including especially lithium which had been
neglected in the face of heavy promotion of new patentprotected (i.e. higher-earning) alternatives. I have never
given a talk promoting one drug over other options.
My reputation in this regard speaks for itself.
Finally, space does not allow me to detail all the
ways in which the original New York Times article
(that stimulated the Hatchet article) was, at best, profoundly misleading and, at worst, deliberately dishonest. It’s no surprise that the New York Times reporter
had previously been admonished by the Columbia
School of Journalism Review (“A Medical Story Gone
Awry,” July 20, 2005).
Frederick Goodwin

Professors justified in
banning laptops

I

’ll be the first to admit that I’m a Facebook addict. Facebook distracts me from my homework,
my to-do list and even this column. I just can’t
tear myself away from the site, which is why I don’t
bring my laptop to any of my classes. It takes my
focus off of the professor.
I realize that not everyone who brings computers to class is on Facebook or chatting online with
friends. There is the rare specimen that uses them
strictly to type up notes. But the majority of students
who bring their laptops to class have
at least one other
AMANDA CROWE
window up while
taking notes.
COLUMNIST
The GW professors who have
started to ban computers from their classrooms are perfectly justified
in doing so. In an educational setting, it is hard to
make much progress if the students lack respect
for their instructor. Shopping online for new shoes
while the professor is speaking isn’t exactly the definition of respect.
As the Hatchet reported ("Professors limit laptop use in classes," Feb. 5, p. 3), many GW professors have found laptops to hinder, not enhance, a
student’s learning experience. What more, Georgetown Law professor David Cole performed an informal study which showed that 80 percent of his
students were more engaged once he banned laptops from his classroom.
This isn’t just a local phenomenon. Recently,
there has been a movement among the country’s
various law schools to ban laptops in classrooms.
Harvard University, the University of Memphis and
the University of Pennsylvania all have law professors that don’t welcome computers in lecture halls.
It isn’t just professors that are annoyed by laptops in their classes. Those students that can stand
being separated from their computers for the duration of a lecture might not enjoy others having them
because the machines are distracting, even if you
personally are not using one. It can be frustrating
when you are sitting in a large lecture and everyone
around you is typing away. It’s hard to hear what
the professor is saying when all you can hear is the
loud clacking of fingers hitting the keyboard.
It’s also distracting when students are on Facebook right in front of you. Most people couldn’t care
less about those crazy pictures from that party last
week. No one is trying to look at them, but it’s hard
not to notice the wasted, scantily clad girl plastered
all over the screen.
Still, there is a way to appease both sides here.
Some schools have classrooms where the Internet
connection in the entire room can be turned on or
off with the flip of a switch. This is a great way to
compromise between professors and students. Students can bring their laptops so they can type up
notes, but they are unable to get online unless the
professor decides it would be beneficial to the class.
At the very least, it would make everyone more engaged.
Yes, we are all grown college students and
shouldn’t have to be told to pay attention. And if
each computer-happy student was only taking
away from their own education, fine. But that’s not
the case.
Computers not only disrupt a professor’s lecture, but they also can distract other students. Professors should have the choice of banning laptops
so that all of their students can get the most out of
their lessons.
And if you’re reading this column during a lecture, it’s time to look up and start paying attention.
–The writer, a freshman majoring in international affairs, is a Hatchet columnist.
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Life

THIS WEEK IN
GW HISTORY

Feb. 19, 2004:

Feb. 17, 2005:

Feb, 17, 2000:

University administrators
began to look into swapping
social security numbers for
GWid numbers.

The number of students
requesting to squat in their
dorms more than tripled
from 88 in 2004 to 331 in
2005.

CCAS decided students could
no longer count art appreciation courses as general curriculum requirements. Instead,
students had to take courses
that engaged them in a craft.

Brittany Levine – Life Editor (blevine@gwhatchet.com)

Studying with Shakespeare

Students use
Renaissance books
for research
by Tess Malone
Hatchet Reporter
Senior Liz Bettinger never knew that a chance course
she applied for after its deadline would turn into her thesis.
This past semester, Bettinger and a handful of other
girls woke up early and took the Metro to Capitol Hill
every Friday morning so that they could experience, as
Bettinger puts it, the “once in a lifetime opportunity” of
studying at the Folger Shakespeare Library.
The Folger holds the world’s largest collection of
Shakespearean and Renaissance books, manuscripts and
art. Students in the seminar had full access to the Folger,
which has a partnership with GW. The students used
antique books and manuscripts, many of which were
handwritten, as primary sources for their research projects. Some students, such as Bettinger, continue to visit the
library this semester, taking advantage of their extended
six-month membership.
The program is a highly competitive senior seminar
with its own special application process. This fall marked
its second term.
The partnership between the Folger and GW began
after professor Gail Kern Paster, a famous Shakespeare
expert, left GW several years ago to work at the Folger.
Many members of the English faculty use the Folger collections to conduct research.
For faculty, "it's usually a place go to once a week, or

spend a summer there. Professor Jonathan Gil Harris is
spending an entire year there,” said Jeffrey Cohen, chair
of the English department. “We wanted to make sure we
could share this with the students.”
Harris introduced senior Christina Katopodis to the
seminar. Katopodis said her time at the Folger turned out
to be one of her most fulfilling experiences as an English
major.
“To work with books that old means that they were
special in history because they had survived. It indicates
they were valued,” she said.
With the help of Folger scholar Sarah Werner,
Katopodis worked specifically with a 1605 book by Thomas Haywood, a famous Elizabethan writer and actor. “If
You Know Not Me You Know Not Nobody” was written
on vellum – a type of paper made of animal skin – and
Katopodis discovered more than just archaic spellings.
She also found “little hairs mixed in.”
Bettinger, a history major, had more ambiguities with
her book on Richard III, whose title is too long to say, let
alone print.
“It was a mysterious little book with no author. My
project was on how the book came to be,” Bettinger said.
But as she sat and studied for four months in the Elizabethan style reading room, she realized the project could

turn into her senior thesis, which analyzes the literary
character of Richard III.
To finish work on her thesis, Bettinger plans on going
back to the Folger to do more research later this semester.
“I was touching a piece of history,” she said.
The English department plans on making the program permanent, said Jeffrey Cohen, chair of the English
department. The only obstacle is the cost, he said.
“The problem is it’s an extensive course to run. Hopefully we will find a donor, but it's worth every penny,”
Cohen said.
Katopodis said the program has made her respect
books more and that when she goes into a bookstore,
she is more inclined to “subconsciously think about how
books are made.” 

photo illustration by Chris Gregory/Hatchet photographer

Common
C
cold myths

HATCHET
C
CHECKUP
by Andrea Vittorio
Hatchet Reporter
With flu season in full swing, students need to
reinforce their antiviral defenses in order to ward
off the common cold. But a major step in overcoming a cold is differentiating fact from myth.
Dr. Matthew Mintz, an associate professor at

GW’s School of Medicine, and Susan Haney, associate director of Student Health Service, helped
The Hatchet break down myths associated with the
common cold.

The flu shot

A flu shot serves as the earliest safeguard
against sickness. Though some believe that the flu
shot gives you the flu, in reality it uses “broken
down pieces of the actual virus to build up your
body’s own defenses,” Mintz said. Though it may
cause some symptoms of the flu, including headaches, muscle aches and fevers, they are usually
mild and last only a day or so.

Vitamin C

Consuming mega-doses of vitamin C has no
effect on the onset or duration of colds. Mintz said
“supplementation does not really work.” According to a 2005 study published in Public Library of
Science Medicine, researchers showed that vitamin
C does not ward off sickness. With no medical evi-

irony served.
What makes this worse is that “saddlebacking,” the reasonably well-documented
phenomenon of Christian teens having unprotected anal sex to preserve their virginity until
marriage, is used as a way for some kids to rationalize sex without offending God’s delicate
sensibilities, according to well-known advice
columnist Dan Savage who writes “Savage
Love.” Never mind the fact that God doesn’t
want me to have anal sex with a man, but I
guess if you’re straight it doesn’t count as
sex.
But I digress. Why lose your virginity?
Because it’s awesome. Safe, consensual sex is
If you’re reading this, there’s a good chance one of the most amazing things that two (or
that you went to high school. And if you went more!) people can enjoy together. Losing your
to a high school, especially a public one, virginity can mean a lot of different things to
you may have had to sit through some kind different people, so I think intent is the most
of seminar where you were asked to make a important thing that matters.
pledge to hang on to your virginity until you
A word of warning: When you’re finally
were married.
getting ready to swipe your V-card, don’t get
Besides the fact that this is creepy, disgust- your hopes up. A WebMD.com article called
ing and prohibitive to your free
“Virginity Lost, Experience
will, there’s a good chance that
Gained” discusses the disapif you took that pledge, you’ve
pointment felt by until-marMARSHAL
already broken it.
riage virgins, who hope for the
According to a study from
perfect virginity-loss scenario
S
TAGGS
2007 conducted by Matheand are inevitably devastated.
matica Policy Research, there
“If the experience doesn’t meet
S
EX COLUMNIST
was no statistically significant
their expectations, they can be
change in sexual activity bedisappointed or even devastattween groups of teens who sat
ed,” according to the article.
through abstinence education programs and
Don’t let anyone try to tell you that all prethose who did not. But one change that was marital sex is emotionless, wrong or destrucnoted was an increase in STD transmission tive. I know happy couples in relationships
and pregnancy rates among teens who attend- that aren’t suffering because they had sex beed abstinence programs. Why, you ask?
fore marriage.
I have a theory that I have unfortunately
However, figuring out what you like about
not yet been given the funding to test. If you sex is important before you make a long-term
put two teenagers who are attracted to each commitment or choose a life partner. If you
other in a room, they’re going to mess around wait until after that commitment, you could
with each other eventually, regardless of re- find out that you and your partner have the
ligious upbringing. However, participants worst sex imaginable and then you’d be stuck
in abstinence-only programs are only taught with that person.
about the failure rates of condoms and not
I’d like to leave you with this thought: You
about their effectiveness. As a result, some wouldn’t buy a car without a test drive, would
teens don’t use them. That’s how I like my you? No, you would not. 

Let's talk
about

SEX

Losing your
virginity

dence to back it up, the vitamin C theory proves to
be all juice and no pulp.

Getting
g wet

Wearing wet clothes or being outside in the
cold will not necessarily make you sick – because
viruses, not the weather, cause the flu.
“If you take a dip in the pool at the Lerner
Center and immediately run to Starbucks in your
bathing suit in 20 degree weather, unless someone
coughs or sneezes on you, you will not get sick –
though I wouldn’t recommend this activity,” Mintz
said. But such activities may decrease your body’s
defense mechanisms, thus influencing your propensity to catch a cold.

Chicken noodle soup
p

This motherly advice actually does work, but
medical professionals are not exactly sure why.
Mintz explained that the soup myth “dates back to
Egyptian Jewish physician and philosopher Maimonides, who recommended chicken soup for re-

spiratory tract symptoms.” Today, evidence of this
chicken cure-all actually exists.
Haney said the liquid and sodium content helps
to treat the dehydration associated with colds and
the bland flavor can help soothe an upset stomach.

Humidifiers

A misty subject, humidifiers have the potential to either sooth or exacerbate a cold. The added
moisture of humidifiers can help pacify a stuffy
nose and scratchy throat. However, humidifiers
can carry and disperse molds that can irritate allergies, making the illness worse.
So with all of these myths floating around in
the virus-infected air, what is a GW student to do?
“First stay healthy. Get a decent amount of rest,
eat well and exercise,” said Mintz.
A healthy body serves as the primary defense
against illness. Haney and Mintz agreed that handwashing is an important preventative measure.
“You really can’t say that one enough,” Haney
said. 

Wanna go on a blind date?
E-mail features@gwhatchet.com
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Andrew Alberg – Sports Editor (aalberg@gwhatchet.com)
Dan Greene – Asst. Sports Editor (dgreene@gwhatchet.com)

NUMBER CRUNCH
The number of goals scored by junior Taylor Donohue in
the women's lacrosse team's season-opening loss to Ohio
State Sunday.

Women beat
Billikens

Colonials crushed in Carolina
Team's hopes
for conference
tournament
suffer a setback

GW never trails in road
victory over Saint Louis
by Louis Nelson
Hatchet Staff Writer

“I thought their two
inside guys really
dominated the game
from start to finish and
really just sort of overwhelmed us.”
KARL HOBBS
HEAD COACH

Dan Green/Hatchet photographer

Charlotte's Gaby Ngoundjo (5)
reaches to block senior Wynton
Witherspoon's shot Saturday.

by Dan Greene
Assistant Sports Editor
CHARLOTTE, N.C. – Overwhelmed.
That was GW men’s basketball
head coach Karl Hobbs’s assessment
of his team in Saturday’s 69-51 loss
at Charlotte. The Colonials (7-15,
1-9 Atlantic 10) got off to a disquieting start after hostile crowd noise
caused them to miss their pregame
introduction cues, with things never
significantly improving after they
made their way onto the court.
“Physically, they just overwhelmed us,” Hobbs said. “We had
some turnovers and they capitalized
on them and that was pretty much
what happened throughout the
game.”
The game escaped GW’s grasp
quickly, as the 49ers took off on an
early 15-3 run that eventually ballooned into a 37-17 halftime ad-

vantage. The Colonials managed to
make just six field goal attempts and
record three assists in the first half
while turning the ball over 11 times.
One particular pair of 49ers, forward Lamont Mack and center Charlie Coley, gave GW fits. Mack fueled
Charlotte’s initial spark, providing
an eight-point scoring burst in the
game’s opening four minutes that
included two three-pointers. He led
all scorers with 23 points while Coley added 12 points, eight rebounds
and a game-high three steals.
“I thought their two inside guys
really dominated the game from
start to finish and really just sort of
overwhelmed us,” Hobbs said, using the post-game buzzword yet
again. “They never gave us an opportunity to have a chance to really
get back into the game.”
Not only did the 49ers’ post play
result in Charlotte dominance in the
paint – where they outscored GW 32

to 16 – but it also created opportunities elsewhere on the floor. No 49er
personified this better than Mack
himself, who hit just as many shots
– four – from outside the three-point
arc as he did from inside of it.
“When we were able establish post presence it opened a lot of
things,” Mack said. “We were able to
make some threes also off of that.”
Charlotte point guard Dijuan
Harris was quick to recognize such
chances, eschewing his own scoring in order to set up baskets for
his teammates. Nine different 49ers
scored in the game, six of whom did
so at least once off a pass from Harris.
While GW’s play did improve
after halftime, when they narrowly
outscored their hosts by a basket,
Charlotte was able to maintain their
cushion with relative ease. Despite
small bursts of scoring and a 13shot advantage in second-half free

throws, the Colonials never got any
closer than their final 18-point margin of defeat.
“They had such a big lead that I
thought they played a little conservatively,” Hobbs said of Charlotte's
second-half play. “But every time we
made a run they got big rebounds
and made big shots when they had
to.”
A win would have gone a long
way in improving GW’s now dwindling chances of reaching the A-10
tournament in March. Twelve of the
conference’s 14 teams make the trip
to Atlantic City, N.J., with the Colonials now separated from the all-important twelfth seed by two games
and a head-to-head tiebreaker with
six games to play.
GW’s next chance to improve
their standing will come Thursday when they host St. Bonaventure. The game is scheduled for a
9 p.m. start. 

The winning formula for GW’s women’s basketball team this season has been finding the right
mixture of veteran experience in the frontcourt
and underclassmen in the backcourt. The chemistry worked for the Colonials Saturday afternoon at
Saint Louis, and they beat the Billikens 67-62.
Offensively, GW (15-10, 7-3 Atlantic 10) was led
by a trio of scorers in double figures. Senior center
Jessica Adair scored 19 points to lead the team and
freshman guard Tiana Myers set a new career high
with 17. Myers’ classmate Tara Booker contributed
10 points, rounding out the top scorers for the Colonials.
“Our biggest challenge with Tiana is to let her
talent do the talking,” head coach Mike Bozeman
said of Myers the day after the game. “Sometimes
she thinks too much. I just tell her to stay on the
attack, stay aggressive and play the game of basketball.”
GW took the lead from the opening tip, scoring
the first points of the game on a three by Booker.
The Colonials never trailed at any point during the
game and led by as much as 16 early in the second
half. The Billikens closed the gap to three with just
under two minutes to play, but GW managed to
shut the door.
The win was especially
p
y important
p
coming
g off
of a 20-point loss on the road to No. 21/19 Xavier.
With post-season play approaching next month, the
significance of getting a win away from Foggy Bottom at this point in the season isn’t lost on Bozeman.
“In order for us to win in the Atlantic 10 Tournament, we’re going to have to win on the road,”
he said.
Bozeman also mentioned NCAA tournament
implications, saying that as his team’s win total
climbs closer to 20, its March Madness resume gets
a lot stronger. Still, he said, his emphasis is to “finish off the rest of the year strong with four good
victories.”
Saturday’s game did include a scary moment
for the Colonials when sophomore Erica Rivera got
tangled up with a Saint Louis player towards the
end of the second half. Rivera’s neck collided with
her opponents knee in the aftermath of a play in
which a charge was called against the GW guard.
Rivera had difficulty catching her breath, and was
carried off the court on a stretcher. She was taken
to a hospital for precautionary x-rays, but later rejoined the team.
Up next for GW is a pair of home dates against
Massachusetts and St. Bonaventure. After a tough
.500 road trip, Bozeman feels like his team has
found the recipe for success.
He said, “I think the team is really turning the
corner at the right time of year.” 

SCOREBOARD

VS

67 to 62

Women's lacrosse falls despite
p Donohue's dominance
by Alexander Abnos
Hatchet Staff Writer

It's a new year and a new
women's lacrosse season, but
GW’s team still seems to be dealing with the same problems.
Last year, the Colonials had
repeated troubled coming out
of the gate in matches, falling
behind early multiple times en
route to a losing season.
In Sunday's season opener
against Ohio State, it was second verse, same as the first. The
Colonials found themselves 5-0
down to the Buckeyes after only
eight minutes, and lost by a final
score of 14-9 at the Mount Vernon Athletics Complex.
“The defense had a great
game, our plays worked well,
but there were just a few too
many turnovers,” said junior
Taylor Donohue. “I don’t think

(Ohio State) was a better team, I
just think we ended up beating
ourselves.”
One bright spot for GW (0-1)
was the play of Donohue, whose
six goals in the contest equaled
the second-highest single-game
total in program history. Even
more importantly, three of those
goals came after Ohio State's
opening onslaught, giving GW
an opportunity to make a game
of it in the second half.
“I knew that if we didn’t
change something, we were just
gonna get killed,” Donohue said.
“I tried to get the momentum on
our side and get the team going
and it worked, for a little bit.”
But then GW once again
found themselves struggling
out of the starting gate. The Colonials were forced to begin the
second half down one player after a late yellow card in the first

half, and Ohio State responded
with four straight goals to open
the second stanza.
“We came out a little flat
and that’s definitely what made
the difference in the game,”
Donohue said.
Though temporary relief was
provided with freshman Megan
Seidman's first collegiate goal,
Ohio State simply could not be
stopped on the offensive end.
The Buckeyes rattled off three
straight goals after Seidman's
tally, giving them an eight-point
lead with 15 minutes to play.
It was a lead that never really looked to be in serious danger, despite Donohue's best efforts in the closing stages of the
game. The Villanova, Pa., native
once again scored three straight
goals to give the Colonials some
hope, but it was too little, too late
as Ohio State easily drained the

Women's Squash:

Varsity
Roundup

The Colonials
finished their
season ranked 15th
in the nation after
going 1-2 in this
weekend's Howe
Cup.

clock to end the contest.
Behind the losing scoreline
are some less-than-impressive
stats. GW was out-shot 33-18,
turned the ball over 22 times to
Ohio State's 13, and received all
four of the game's yellow cards.
However, there were GW positives besides Donohue. The Colonials lead 17-8 in draw controls,
a point of emphasis last season,
and sophomore goalkeeper Liz
Hoffman put in an admirable
performance with 12 saves.
The Colonials can also take
pride in the quality of their competition – Ohio State is currently
ranked just outside the nation's top
20, and had beaten American 17-7
only two days before facing GW.
The team will return to action this Saturday in Washington, D.C., as they take on local
rivals Georgetown at the Hoyas'
Multi-Sport Field. 

Jonathan Ewing/Hatchet photographer

Junior Taylor Donohue shoots in Sunday's season-opening
loss to Ohio State. Donohue scored six times in the game.

Softball:
GW was swept in the
Carolina Classic over
the long weekend,
dropping all four
games at the seasonopening event. The
Colonials scored a
total of only two runs
in the four losses.

Women's Water Polo:
Junior Marissa Stamler's four goals were
not enough to stave off
No. 19 Princeton in the
Colonials' 12-4 home
loss Sunday.
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Last to know?... How sad.
Sign up for breaking news e-mails online at
www.gwhatchet.com

Alex Ellis/photo editor

Chairman of the Board, Russel Ramsey, and GW President Steven Knapp talk during Friday morning's Board of Trustee meeting at 1957 E St.

TUITION
from p.1
undergraduate population receives some form of financial
aid.
Administrators said they
are working to meet the demands of the many students
for whom the financial downturn has affected their ability
to afford the school.
“We are committed to keeping people here regardless of
their financial situation,” Se-

FARUQI
from p.1
‘It sticks with you’
Most of the career firefighters have learned to use humor
to deal with fires that end badly. For men who face death on
a daily basis, this is a coping
mechanism.
“What can you do?” asked
Brian Spies, a Capitol Heights
firefighter. “You can’t sit
around and feel bad about it.”
It’s a precarious balance
between the two aspects of the
job. Though their immediate
duty is to put out fires, it’s the
very thrill of the fire that keeps
them going.
“It’s not exactly that we sit
around hoping that someone’s
house catches on fire. It’s more
like if someone’s house is going to catch on fire, I hope it
happens on my shift,” Spies
said.
But for everyone the firefighters help, there is someone
they can’t. Career firefighter
Ted Armstrong at the Capitol
Heights station said he’s seen

nior Vice President for Student
and Academic Support Services Robert Chernak, who also
serves on the Board’s financial
committee, said this fall.
“We are in a strong financial position, not to say it’s excellent, but it’s strong and will
withstand the current problem
environment of the economy,”
said Russ Ramsey, chairman of
the Board, after the meeting.
Ramsey added that they
are aiming to be on the “low
end of the admission cost” in
relation to peer institutions.
Board member Steven Ross

the worst of human experiences, a sentiment expressed
by everyone interviewed at
the station. His most vivid recollection was responding to a
suicide where the deceased
woman had cleaned and
packed up her entire house
before hanging herself in the
closet.
“It sticks with you. The images of people who have died
are so vivid, but I can barely
remember my daughter learning to ride a bike,” Armstrong
said. “What makes you stick
with it is the excitement of
helping people. It’s the adrenaline rush.”
Another firefighter at the
station, George Rayburn, said
he’s seen it all in his experiences with the fire department. His laundry list includes
a woman who suffocated her
baby by rolling over on it, a patient with a head growing out
of her back and homes filled
with roaches and rats.
But many of the men say
that after the period
p
following
g
9/11, appreciation of firefighters has waned. Armstrong said
the most salient example is
when he drives the engine out

said that they were eager to
limit tuition increases.
“Everyone was pretty receptive to keeping the cost increases close to cost of living
increases,” Ross said.
Following the meeting,
University President Steven
Knapp said, “There was a great
deal going on in [the meeting].
We are moderating the admission cost of the entering class,
and GW will be significantly
lower than other institutions.
This is part of an affordable
plan that will dramatically increase student aid.”
Knapp said he was encouraged that the University has
been able to continue the fiveyear plan to review affordability.
“We are staying the course
from last year,” Knapp said.
“This is going to really set us
apart from other universities
in regards to affordability.”
Last year Knapp committed to increase financial aid
fundraising from $10 million
to $40 million annually within
five years. Halfway through
the first fiscal year of that plan,
$5.6 million has been raised so
far with a goal of $14 million,
though University spokeswoman Tracy Schario said additional gifts are “in pipeline.”
–Lauren French contributed to
this article.
on a call.
“People used to move out
of the way miles ahead. Now
I’m up on their bumper and
they’re waving me around
them,” Armstrong said.
But despite the grueling
work and long hours, there
are some calls that make it
all worth it. Like when Faruqi found himself doing chest
compressions to save the life
of a one-month old after a
call came in that a baby had
stopped breathing.
“I looked up and the medic
was running out of the front
door of the house with the
baby in his hands and I was
like, shit, this is real,” Faruqi
said. “Compressions on a baby
are just two fingers, that’s how
small they are.”
Another medic intubated
the baby and got an intravenous medicine line going
through the baby’s femur
bone.
“Its heart finally kicked in.
It was this little heartbeat, this
little baby, a baby I’ve got milk
in my fridge older than,” Faruqi said. “It was definitely one
of those experiences that just
stays with you.” 
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www.gwmarketplace.com
Kieran Wilde, Classified Manager
Phone:
(202) 994-7079
Fax:
(202) 994-1309
Email: classifieds@gwhatchet.com
Web: www.gwmarketplace.com
GW Hatchet classifieds are now The GW
Marketplace.
Online classfied ads are available FREE to all GW students
and faculty.
Non-GW clients pay a small fee for
online posting.
Print ads begin at $10 for the first 25
words, and $.30 per word beyond that.
All classifieds should be placed online. If
you cannot access the internet, ads may
be placed via email, fax or in person at
our office. An extra fee may apply.
The Hatchet accepts Visa, Mastercard,
American Express and Discover, as well
as cash and check through our office.

CAMPUS LIFE
The graduate program of the
Speech and Hearing Science
(SPHR) department at the George
Washington University has applied
for reaccreditation through its
accrediting body, the Council on
Academic Accreditation (CAA). As
part of the reaccreditation process,

GWMARKETPLACE

a team of site visitors will be visiting GWU on March 30-31, 2009.
Members of the public are invited
to comment about the program.
Comments can be submitted in writing or by attending a public meeting
during the site visit. To provide written comments about the graduate
program’s compliance with CAA
accreditation standards, please
email your comments to accreditation@asha.org or send comments
to: Accreditation Public Comment
Council on Academic Accreditation
in Audiology and Speech-Language
Path. American Speech Language
Hearing Association (ASHA) 2200
research Blvd, #310 Rockville MD
20850 All written comments must
be signed, must contain the commentor’s address, telephone, and
relationship to the program. All
written comments must arrive at
the addresses above no later than
March 14, 2009. To provide comments during the site visit, a public
meeting will be held from 5:005:30 on Monday March 30, 2009,
in room 227 Government Hall on
the GWU campus. Copies of the
CAA accreditation standards and/
or the CAA’s policy on public comment may be obtained by contacting the Accreditation office at the
address above, or calling ASHA”s
Action Center at 1-800-498-2071
or by accessing the documents on
ASHA’s website at http://asha.org/

63 What 17-, 26-,
38-, and 52Across contain
67 Neighbor of
Israel
68 “Need You
Tonight” band,
1987
69 ___ Minor
70 Shoes that add
inches to one’s
height
71 Deli queue call
72 Flapjack eatery,
for short

Down
1 24 horas
2 Outback runner
3 Outback hopper
4 Outer: Prefix
5 Aviator Earhart
6 Online guffaw
7 Get-up-and-go
8 Brown eyes or
baldness, e.g.
9 “My gal” of song
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
10 Fuss
FC AP DA E S P F L L AA YW AA NM SO ES L 11 Hang around
SD C I HL ML O 12 Two-seated
EO C I O L L S E D I OO MT EA
SM HA O I OM T S Q T UA I R LS T PO I N EL CY E
carriage
SE LN YD
ST L I EE W
S I EN R T I O AWL
13 Had dinner at
C O O S K T I O E C SK HS AT PU EF F FE ER E
home
G I B E E GWGH O I T T OB TO AA L
18
Postpaid
encl.
AA BR AO D L I AO SN K D O TR RM I S M S
SP EA R P V E E R S DU OG LG LE OS UT T I FO IN T 22 Soviet labor
camp
T TE EP E E T EH
SL E I XE Y
P MA AV PE
24 Boar’s mate
DO I L SM E F C I N K I E PP TY L E
SMWA I S N G S S T I ON RG EL CE OS U P O N 2 25 Madeline of
HE AZ T I OO I N L A H L A I Y DM OA LN S 2
“Young
EC XU A T MT H S A L T I OD UE TS C I A NL DE Y 2
Frankenstein”
RC ER L E O T E Q U E I DD G ET H OR DO I E N 27 Common knee
I A DE L S EO P O P D I AE H LS E X SE ED C 2
stain for kids

1

2

Foggy Bottom Metro
Jan. 1, 2000 - 12:451:30 AM
After “America’s
Millennium”
Were you there? What
did you see? Have
pics?
Email: incidentatfoggybottom@yahoo.com

ested.

Available. (800)965-6520 x 171.
Gain invaluable leadership, teaching,
and service experience! Join Heads
Up and AmeriCorps!

Heads Up is a non-profit organization that provides rigorous afterschool and summer programs for
elementary school children in the

3

4

17

5

6

7

No. 0113

8

9

18

26

30

22

27

35
39

36

41

42

44

47

48

52

53

62

49

50

Can you complete this
week's Sudoku?

55
58

63

45
51

54

57
61

29

40

59

64

65

67

68

69

70

71

72

66

Puzzle by Daniel Kantor and Jay Kaskel

28 Moonwalking
Armstrong
29 Mexican mister
34 Once more
36 Big boom maker
37 Dappled horses
39 Bears: Lat.
40 Supermodel
Cheryl
41 Thorny shrub

42 Center of an egg
45 Secret of many
a redhead
46 Steakhouse
offering
47 Regard highly
49 Most confident
50 “With a wink and
___ …”
52 Reedy place

Free Classifieds!
Students, faculty and staff, place
your ad online today for free at
www.GWMarketplace.com.

37

43

56

13

32

34
38

12

23
28

31

33

11

19
21

25

10

16

20

60

Psychiatrist office looking for secretary to start ASAP and continue into
next year. Located next to Dakota.
$13/hr. Call 202-785-1836 if inter-

!Bartending! $250/Day Potential.
No Experience Necessary. Training

15

46

school tuition.

JOBS

14

24

Benefits include a service stipend of
at least $4,500 (may apply Federal
Work-Study) and a $2,363 education award for college or graduate

WANTED: WITNESSES

about/credentials/accreditation.

32 Suspicious
33 Equestrian’s
“Stop!”
35 Transport in
Duke Ellington’s
theme song
38 Risk-taker’s
credo
43 Popular record
label
44 Crucifix
46 Reward for a job
well done
48 Secret govt.
group
51 Stallone’s
nickname
52 Seasonal Arctic
phenomenon
55 Squeeze (out)
56 1972 treaty subj.
57 Darn
58 ___ Report
(luxury lifestyle
magazine)
60 Jockey’s handful

(202) 994-7079 | classifieds@gwhatchet.com

D.C. area’s most underserved neighborhoods.

FOR SALE

Edited by Will Shortz
Across
1 Hockey fake-out
5 Oodles
9 Tortilla chip dip
14 Apple variety
15 Anchor
16 Deuce follower
in tennis
17 Marge’s sister, to
Bart Simpson
19 French river
valley with many
châteaux
20 Shout at a
soccer game
21 Oinker
23 The first “T” in
36-Down
24 Reggae relative
26 Not a good way
to buy a car
30 Rowboat
implement
31 What a barber
has to trim
around

9

53 Encircle
54 Rough cord
59 ___ B’rith
61 Zippo
62 Carrier to Oslo
64 Hard-core film
“rating”
65 Spanish uncle
66 Easy mark

For answers, call 1-900-285-5656, $1.49 a minute; or, with a credit
card, 1-800-814-5554.
Annual subscriptions are available for the best of Sunday
crosswords from the last 50 years: 1-888-7-ACROSS.
AT&T users: Text NYTX to 386 to download puzzles, or visit
nytimes.com/mobilexword for more information.
Online subscriptions: Today’s puzzle and more than 2,000 past
puzzles, nytimes.com/crosswords ($39.95 a year).
Share tips: nytimes.com/wordplay.
Crosswords for young solvers: nytimes.com/learning/xwords.
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